
1.How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?

375 responses

2.How well did the teachers prepare for the class?

375 responses

3.How well did the teachers able to communicate?

377 responses
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4.The teacher's approach to teaching can best be described as

377 responses

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.

374 responses

6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

376 responses
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7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit opportunities for students.

376 responses

8. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you
in cognitive, social and emotional growth.

375 responses

9. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

376 responses
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10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes.

376 responses

11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.

376 responses

12. The teacher illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications

375 responses
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13. The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with
providing right level of challenges.

374 responses

14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.

376 responses

15. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring,
review and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning
process.

378 responses
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16. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving
methodologies for enhancing learning experiences.

376 responses

17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities

377 responses

18. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.

374 responses
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19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.

377 responses

20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
very good.

374 responses
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21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in your institution.

195 responses

No

Good

Nothing

NA

Good

No

No any suggestions

Good work

No suggestion

No Suggestions

Nothing

Na

Very good

-

Yes

No suggestions

Abc

Learning experience is good

Overall learning experience is very good, thank you.

Teachers only read the ppts 
They do not expalin anything.

Ok

no suggestion



No suggestions because as compared to to other institute our institute teaching in excellent

1-Teachers should ask questions individually  
2-Must use YouTube videos for better understanding  
3-Teachers must know that everybody is taking notes or not.

Actually currently due to covid everything is going online.though teachers as well as students
are trying their best to complete everything.

Continuity in lectures , 
Live Experiments , 
Understandable source (board)of teaching , 
Energetic and exciting teaching , 
Understanding query , 
Visual Understanding methods . 

1 . Teachers has been followed the guidelines of University instead of institute regarding to
Fee structure / EBC scholarship  
(Example EBC date on website is 30 June but college level it's 15 June )  

2 . to provide a ready manuals like as DY Patil College of Engineering Pimpri Chinchwad -
students need to fill up only observation tables & result  

No any suggestions.. because everything is all right.

1.Very good experience give in clg 
2.Communication skill 
3.Guest lecture & seminar conducted

Teacher should guide that Student prepare self notes It's much important, ask question in
lecture to student on any topic so that student listed lecture carefully

No suggestio

Not at all

GOOD

Best teaching

-teachers aware their students about gate exam.-to encouraging them to improve their means
students soft skill. -placement is not done in clg so institution take care about this.  

1,3,19

Should explore more things



.

Everything is very well managed.

1) Teachers should solve the questions we asked them on WhatsApp and on the call...
teachers are only seen our questions they didn't reply to us. 
2) overall my learning experience is good in this institute

No it's strongly good

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.

Not any specific suggestions. 

No

While teaching some what programming topics or whatever make it relatable to real-time for
an better understanding

It's satisfactory

Ask to students for their doubts 
Use better method to engage student well

Not any

No observation

1) improved communication 2) use of different tools 3) detail explaining

1.Change teaching method. 
2.Try to give real world exams related to topics during teaching. 

1)Real-world Career-related guidance 
2)Improvement in teaching methodology 
3)Increment in interaction with students  

Institute should provide multiple apportunities for employment such as placements in reputed
companies through campus interviews

It's fine

No any one

It's good

Good teaching process,The teachers teaches in a way that every student can understand the
concept

No any improvement



Our institute provides good opportunity to grow and professors are coperative, punctual.

_

I have no issue

Nice

Very well

1) Sometime understand the student personal problem and compromise to student in
attendance. 
2) Teaching is good no objection. 
3) Teacher get the work very well.

Thank you

very good

No sujjetion

Check out proper network connection in lecture.

Jo

1. Good quality of education. 
2. Teachers are very helpful. 
3.

No any suggestions

,

Not required

Excellent teaching qualities of all teachers

No Comments

Because of online we can't able to get information on time, sometimes video not working
sometimes audio.

More adequate and understandable

Good 
Excellent 
Best

1.Give more examples at teaching time . 
2.ask to student you have understand or not. Repeat again 2 time one concept to understand



the student. 
3.provide all opportunities to students.

Colleges should provide on campus placement offers to students.

solve numericals on board.

They Have to give us Assignments based on the Important topic And they have to give feed
back of our assignments. our faculty never Give us assignments until endsem don't come. and
They have to improve their english communication skills. Our faculty has Too much poor in
english communication . so indirectly it affects our communication as well. That's my personal
Opinion.

Really good learning experience

For Numerical Subject They solve Numerical. And take class test on each unit.

Teacher should try to involve students . Also provide the knowledge about the soft skills. And
teacher should improve their presentation skills as required. And faculty should follow the
timetable given to students. And teacher or class teacher should pass any information about
lectures to everyone or in the official whatsapp group .

1.For one subject we don't have a teacher .At starting this subject teacher teach us but now no
one teach for that subject.I am very disappointed for that.give one teacher for that subject. 
2.Teachers are not motivate us they only want to complete there syllabus.often they don't care
about us.They do not direct us.so please they keep in mind that also.

Overall all the staff is excellent

Excellent quality nothing to suggest

No one suggestion is always better

1. This type of teaching is not understanding(with videos) , because video is not clearly audible
and visible.  
2. Equations and rules must be explain.  
3. Numericals are not understanding theoretically it must be solved.  

NO

Placement, add new courses in syllabus, prepare students for placement then and then only
more students will have place

ALL GOOD

All the staff doing their best to improve the students knowledge and skills..

Give more knowledge other than textbooks

No any suggestion



Improve our all types of skills thank you

Kk

Provide the internship links to the student.

No suggestions .everything is fine
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